The code of good impact practice
Introduction

Impact is the difference you make. By focusing on your impact, you can make more of a difference through your work. This means planning what impact you want to have and how best to achieve it, collecting information about your impact, assessing what impact you’re having, communicating this information, and learning from it. We call this the cycle of good impact practice.

The Code of Good Impact Practice provides guidelines for focusing on impact and sets out a series of high-level principles to follow. Each principle includes a brief description of how your impact practice would look if you were applying the principle, an explanation of why it is important, and some ideas about how to implement it. The code of good impact practice was developed after a sector-wide public consultation and with input from a working group of 17 organisations, as part of the Inspiring Impact programme.¹

There are eight general principles that define good practice throughout the cycle:

1. Take responsibility for impact and encourage others to do so too.

2. Focus on purpose.

3. Involve others in your impact practice.

4. Apply proportionate and appropriate methods and resources.

5. Consider the full range of the difference you actually make.

6. Be honest and open.

7. Be willing to change and act on what you find.

8. Actively share your impact plans, methods, findings and learning.

Further information about each principle is provided in the following section.

¹ This resource has been adapted from the Inspiring Impact programme, which ran from 2011 until early 2022 to support voluntary organisations to improve their impact practice. It was originally published in 2013. Find out more about improving your impact practice at https://www.thinknpc.org/starting-to-measure-your-impact/
Downloaded from: https://www.thinknpc.org/resource-hub/the-code-of-good-impact-practice/
The eight principles of good impact practice

Principle 1: Take responsibility for impact and encourage others to do so too

Leaders of your organisation, particularly the board of trustees and the chief executive, see delivering impact as their primary responsibility and duty. You define your organisation’s intended impact; it is not led by your funders.

Impact is embedded in the culture of your organisation. All staff and volunteers see it as their responsibility to create impact through their work, to play their part in showing how their work makes a difference and sharing what they learn from it with others.

Focusing on impact through impact practice is an ongoing activity and not a one-off initiative or an afterthought.

Why?

- The impact you have is the reason that your organisation exists and should be prioritised above everything else.

- Focusing on the impact staff and volunteers create can motivate them to create more impact.

- If everyone understands their role in the organisation’s impact, they can work better together and ensure focusing on impact is not relegated to one particular role or team.

Suggestions for applying it:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLAN</th>
<th>DO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Have impact at the heart of your organisational plans, strategy and decisions.</td>
<td>• Include impact (planned and achieved) in organisational processes such as appraisals, job descriptions, inductions, leaving speeches, away days, team meetings, trustee board meetings and all staff meetings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Help staff to understand how their own work can contribute to the organisation’s intended impact.</td>
<td>• Involve a range of staff and volunteers in collecting information about impact in a way that is built into day-to-day work (e.g. if you deliver participative group work, collect information about impact through this participative group work).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Invest in improving staff and volunteers’ skills in impact practice and allocate support and resources for this (e.g. provide training on assessing impact).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASSESS</th>
<th>REVIEW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| - Encourage all staff and volunteers to ask themselves ‘what difference am I making?’
  - Ensure leaders of the organisation are involved in considering what information about impact is telling them. It shouldn't be the job of one person. |
| - Celebrate achieved impact.  
  - Encourage staff and volunteers to share stories of impact. |
**Principle 2: Focus on purpose**

You’re clear about your purpose as an organisation: the difference that you exist to make. You’re able to explain your expected impact in meeting this purpose. You can describe how you will create this impact, plainly and in ways that everyone can understand (including staff, volunteers, beneficiaries, funders and other stakeholders).

**Why?**

- So that everyone knows what the organisation wants to achieve and can contribute to it.
- To give staff and volunteers a better understanding of organisational priorities, and the reasons for them, so they are better able to make decisions about which work to focus on to have the biggest impact.
- To make it easier to assess and review the impact you have, as you have a plan to judge it against.

**Suggestions for applying it:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLAN</th>
<th>DO</th>
<th>ASSESS</th>
<th>REVIEW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Plan the impact you want to have, not just the work you will do. You should decide your intended impact first, informed by knowledge of the current needs of your intended beneficiaries. Then you can consider work you could undertake to achieve that impact.</td>
<td>- Have impact in mind when carrying out your day-to-day work.</td>
<td>- Compare your findings about the impact you’re having with your plans to see how well you have achieved them. You will also want to consider whether you had an impact that you didn’t plan (see principle 5).</td>
<td>- Take action to improve your work so that in future you can be closer to achieving your planned impact.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Devise a clear way of explaining how the work you do will create your intended impact, so that you can communicate your plans easily.</td>
<td>- Only collect information about your impact that is relevant and necessary; avoid collecting information ‘just in case’.</td>
<td>- Use the learning from your findings about the impact you’ve achieved to consider whether you need to change the impact that you plan to have in future.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Principle 3: Involve others in your impact practice**

At all stages of impact practice you look for appropriate opportunities to involve others. As a minimum this includes involving those with direct experience of the organisation’s activities (including beneficiaries, staff, volunteers and project partners). It could also include other organisations doing similar work or funders.

**Why?**

- To help you understand more about how your work affects, and is affected by, others.
- To help you build more credible plans that include different perspectives. There may be different views on the value of different kinds of impact.
- To ensure that impact assessment and analysis is robust, and not biased or one-sided.
- To generate interest in your work and impact, and to allow many people to learn from it.
- To highlight opportunities to collaborate, which may result in even greater impact.

**Suggestions for applying it:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLAN</th>
<th>DO</th>
<th>ASSESS</th>
<th>REVIEW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Involve others in defining the impact you plan to have to gain a range of views (e.g. consider beneficiaries’ perceptions of what is most important in case this is different from the organisation’s view).&lt;br&gt;- When planning your impact measurement, agree with others (e.g. trustees, funders) what you’re trying to learn and how findings will be used to improve.</td>
<td>- Make it as easy as possible for people to be involved in collecting information about your impact (e.g. enable them to collect information in a way they feel comfortable, such as on paper, using video or through social media).&lt;br&gt;- If appropriate, involve beneficiaries in collecting information about your impact, or in assuring the quality of the way you’re doing it.</td>
<td>- If appropriate, involve beneficiaries in reviewing and evaluating information and helping you to understand what it means. As well as bringing you new perspectives, this can help to build their skills.&lt;br&gt;- Invite stakeholders (e.g. other organisations) to help you to test assumptions made about the impact that has been created, for instance by asking them ‘what do you think made the difference?’</td>
<td>- Give feedback on your findings to all those you’ve involved in your impact practice. The learning can also be of benefit to them.&lt;br&gt;- Share impact information from other organisations and ask them to share yours (see Principle 8).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Principle 4: Apply proportionate and appropriate methods and resources

You’re realistic in your impact practice—you apply time, effort and methods that are proportionate and appropriate to the scale and scope of the work. If complexity or resources are a concern then you keep things simple and do what you can to focus on your impact.

You choose your impact planning, assessment and review methods depending on the kind of work you do and the extent of the risk or possible harm of the work. These methods fit with the values and ethos of your organisation. You’re also clear about the purpose of collecting impact information, who will use it and for what.

Why?

- To focus your precious time and resources where they are most needed.
- To ensure you don’t set yourself unachievable targets for impact practice or be put off from doing anything at all.
- To help you think carefully about the methods and resources you use so that you can explain why they were appropriate and they stand up to scrutiny.

Suggestions for applying it:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLAN</th>
<th>DO</th>
<th>ASSESS</th>
<th>REVIEW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| • Match the time and effort that you spend in planning your intended impact to the risk and scale of your work.  
• When planning, find out what level, type and format of information you and other stakeholders (e.g. funders) expect and need, and why. Discuss whether information is really necessary; stakeholders may be open to accepting it in a different format.  
• Consider what information or evidence already exists and whether you really need to collect or generate more. Also consider that the benefit of having information must outweigh the costs of gathering it. Using simple, often free, data gathering tools may be appropriate and can provide helpful information. | • Remember that not everything needs to be assessed all of the time. You can use or build on previous findings or collect information about impact from a sample.  
• Reasonable evidence of impact is enough; don’t expect to find absolute proof.  
• Consider whether you require external support to add value to your findings or whether you can draw robust conclusions using your own skills and knowledge. | • Communicate a level of detail about your impact that is proportionate to the size, scope and risk of the work.  
• Make impact communications an appropriate length and format for the audience.  
• Give both numbers and stories. Numbers explain the context of the stories, and stories bring your impact communications to life. |
Principle 5: Consider the full range of the difference you actually make

Your work might be having a longer term and wider impact than you or others had anticipated, and you seek to understand the extent of this. Equally, you’re conscious that the changes you see may have occurred without your involvement, may be short term, or may be the result of the work of others.

You know that you don’t need to plan for and assess absolutely everything, but you keep in mind that you might have an impact beyond your intended beneficiaries, a negative as well as a positive impact, or impact that you hadn’t planned to have. Although you aim to reduce it, sometimes negative impact is unavoidable. You acknowledge that in some cases you have to balance positive impact on your beneficiaries with negative impact on others.

Why?

• To learn from your work and to show the full impact you’re having without overstating this. Using this understanding to adjust your work accordingly to make more of the impact you intend to have.

• To reveal where you achieved more (or different) positive impact than expected, meaning you, and others, are better able to appreciate the full value of your work.

• To reveal where you have an unintended negative impact on people, organisations or the environment and need to act to avoid, reduce or balance such impact in future.

Suggestions for applying it:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLAN</th>
<th>• Think widely about different beneficiaries that you might have an impact on through your work (e.g. staff, other organisations, other social groups, your local environment) when planning your impact. At this stage you should consider the risks of having a negative impact and whether you need to adjust your work to reduce or avoid it.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DO</td>
<td>• Track and reflect on any unexpected positive feedback or complaints that you receive as you’re carrying out your work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSESS</td>
<td>• Consider what has changed, what has contributed to that change, and your role in this. Always consider alternative explanations for patterns in your impact information and don’t discard information that is negative or doesn’t fit with your planned impacts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| REVIEW | • Communicate information about any wider impact than that you had planned. Include findings about negative impact and what is being done to reduce it or how and why it is balanced with positive impact.  
• Use the information you have on your full impact to adjust your work in order to make more of the impact you intend to have in future. |
Principle 6: Be honest and open

You’re honest and open about the impact you plan to have and about your findings on the difference you have or haven’t made, as well as what you have learnt from these findings and how you will act on these lessons.

You’re also honest and open about the scope of your impact practice, so that others are aware of any exclusions or limitations on what and how information has been collected, and how it has been assessed and reported.

You and your funders discuss honestly and openly what hasn’t gone so well and learn from it, despite any concerns you may have about divulging the limitations or learning points.

Why?

- To support genuine learning about what works, for staff within your organisation and for funders, which can lead to improved services for beneficiaries.
- To encourage a culture of openness, learning and dialogue for improvement, rather than blame (within and between organisations).
- To demonstrate that your organisation is transparent, increasing trust.

Suggestions for applying it:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLAN</th>
<th>ASSESS</th>
<th>REVIEW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Be honest and open about the extent of the difference you aim to make, including what hasn’t worked before.</td>
<td>• Be honest when considering the contributions made by others to the actual impact achieved; don’t over- or under-claim. It’s more realistic to talk about the contribution you’ve made rather than to try to attribute impact to your work alone.</td>
<td>• Communicate both the areas where you’ve had a positive impact and areas where your impact has been less successful, negative or non-existent. This is equally important for internal audiences (such as staff, volunteers, beneficiaries) and external audiences (such as funders, stakeholders, other organisations).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Explain the basis of your planned impact measurement approach and methods. This will help them to stand up to scrutiny and be more credible, within and outside your organisation.</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Focus on learning as a result of finding out what impact you have or have not had rather than blame.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Principle 7: Be willing to change and act on what you find

You’re ready to change as a result of finding out what impact you are or are not having, and you’re willing to accept that you may not be having the impact you intended.

You commit to learning from the findings of your impact assessment and you actively use them to inform planning and action within the organisation.

Your funders also have a willingness to learn and change, and to work together to reflect, refine and learn.

Why?

- To improve services and impact for beneficiaries with the resources that are available.
- So that the information you collect about impact will be used to inform decisions, and action and time is not wasted.
- To reinforce staff and volunteer commitment to impact practice, as they can see that action is taken and things change as a result.

Suggestions for applying it:

| PLAN | • Identify decisions that need to be made and plan to collect information about impact that can help to inform those decisions.  
| • Ensure the information you collect about impact is timely so that it can inform budgeting, planning and decisions before the service or initiative happens again. |
| DO | • Give staff responsibility for spotting small-scale successes and failures and for making rapid improvements on the ground. |
| ASSESS | • Be ready to draw challenging conclusions from the findings about your impact. Be aware of vested interests, especially staff or volunteers who have delivered a particular service in a particular way for a long time or beneficiaries who have been used to receiving a particular product or service. |
| REVIEW | • Embrace and enable change if your impact assessment shows something does not work as well as you thought it did.  
| • Communicate findings, plans for change and the reasons for them. You may need to negotiate these further with funders.  
| • Review the information you’re collecting about your impact, to see whether you’re actually using it to inform decisions and action. |
Principle 8: Actively share your impact plans, methods, findings and learning

You communicate your impact plans, methods, findings and learning to ensure others know what you’re trying to achieve and to contribute to a wider view of what does or doesn’t work. You share appropriate information within the organisation (with staff, trustees, volunteers and beneficiaries) and also outside the organisation (with funders and other organisations doing similar work, where possible and suitable).

You acknowledge and describe the limitations of your findings, such as the effects of people, place and timing, on how transferable or replicable the lessons are.

Why?

- To create an environment of sharing what you’re trying to achieve and your successes and failures, which can help organisations with common interests to learn from each other and contribute more effectively to shared impact.

- To raise the profile of your organisation and cause and potentially reach new audiences, and by doing so, contributing to our wider knowledge of what does and doesn’t work and strengthening the voice of the voluntary sector.

- To provide funders with added value. Funders can achieve more from their investment if grantees share their impact findings to help others doing similar work to improve.

Suggestions for applying it:

| PLAN | • Promote your plans for the impact you intend to have to similar organisations, to help them see where their work may align with yours. Some sub-sectors might want to explore developing shared impact measurement approaches.
| DO  | • Share your plans for collecting information about your impact, where appropriate. This may be within your organisation, with funders, or with other similar organisations.
| ASSESS | • Share information about what you’re doing to focus on your impact.
| REVIEW | • Highlight the methods that you use to collect and assess information about your impact, and their strengths and weaknesses. There may be confidential information or licensing concerns that limit this sharing, but you shouldn’t automatically assume this.
| REVIEW | • Communicate your impact findings, including any learning, successes and areas for improvement. This could be in the form of a report, a leaflet, a video, a webpage, at an event, in conversation or in another format. An umbrella or support organisation can be an excellent forum for sharing learning.